


result of CN’s existing network, more than two million trucks are removed each year from
Canadian highways.)”

The fundamental law of road congestion applies to any highway, summarized thus — you
cannot build your way out of traffic jams.  Building more highway capacity leads to more
traffic, as people who might otherwise avoid the road are instead attracted by the added
capacity. Community roads are widened to connect to new highways, so opportunities to cycle
or walk diminish because it becomes increasingly unsafe to do so. 

Economists call it “induced demand”, which refers to the various inter-connected
(unanticipated or ignored) effects that cause new roads to quickly fill up with traffic. In rapidly
growing areas where roads are seldom designed for the growing population, there may be a
great deal of latent (or hidden) demand for new road capacity, causing more new drivers to
take the new route, once opened, quickly clogging those lanes.  

The province, the regions, and the municipalities continue to ignore the deleterious effects
of induced demand in their long-term planning. Yet, the public and their elected
representatives ought to be able to see the “writing on the rapidly-multiplying sound barrier
walls” being erected between widened highways and nearby communities. That’s noise
protection, but there is no protection from the pollution and sub micron-sized particles
released by wear and tear on asbestos-lined brake pads, tires, and pavement abrasion caused
by all that traffic. Those particles are breathed deeply into lungs, creating rising health costs.

Induced demand can be affected by tolls.  We know that Highway 407 is under-utilized due to
the very high tolls, and the highway operator holds a confidential 99-year lease agreement
(expiring in 2098) which sets a contractual minimum standard of capacity. We don’t know
how low the minimum is, but it is low enough that the operators don’t care about all the trucks
(and cars) that avoid Highway 407 due to the high costs. The 407 got a sweet deal, almost a
licence to print its own money. Time to renegotiate those tolls, especially since the Investment
Board of the Canada Pension Plan became the majority shareholder of the 407 recently.

There are better ways than highways.

Regards,

Vicki Hotte, 7th Concession, King 


